
PINDAR'S NEMEAN XI 

PINDAR, perhaps more than any other ancient poet, seems to demand from his interpreters 
declarations of their critical premises. In recent years scholars customarily have made initial 

acknowledgment to the work ofE. R. Bundy, as psychoanalysts must to Freud, before they begin 
to offer their own modifications to and expansions of his fundamental work. Much contempor- 
ary scholarship has concentrated on the identification and classification in the odes of the elements 
whose function Bundy labelled and explained. But useful as this type of analysis has been for 

exorcising the demon of biographical interpretation, it has, like all orthodoxies, prevented 
perception of other equally important truths.' It constitutes no radical heterodoxy to try to 
account for the fact that each individual ode, for all its dependence on common conventions of 
structure and of content, makes a different impression. Nor is it unreasonable to try to explain 
what makes Pindar's style and approach distinctive.2 

In my own work I have argued, though perhaps not always convincingly, that language as 
well as structure contributes to an ode's coherence.3 Scholars trained in America are more willing 
to assume that repetition of phrase or theme within a poem has significance, and that metaphors 
can simultaneously bear more than one connotation. The issues at stake have most recently been 
delineated by Michael Silk, in his discussion of the effect of metaphor in archaic poetry: 'By 
"patent", I mean effects whose existence is not in doubt, though their character may be disputed; 
by "latent", those whose effective significance is so tenuous or marginal that one resents the 

impression of solidity that even mentioning them produces. Such insensitivity is more common 
than it should be among American classicists, many of whom have also been influenced by the 
"New Criticism" . .' As illustration of the erroneous American approach Silk cites Cedric 
Whitman's description of the thematic relation of fires in the Iliad.4 Silk himself avoids the trap 
Whitman falls into by considering only 'patent' metaphors, and these consistently out ofcontext, so 
that there is no necessity to comment on the existence or non-existence of thematic connections 

among them. But it is possible-at least logically-to frame the question differently, and to ask 
whether a metaphor cannot have patent and latent associations at the same time.5 

To illustrate with one of Silk's own examples, Pyth. viii 92ff: 

ev 8o oAtlya) po'rwv 
TO TEp7TVOv averaL. OT Of Kal l'TVEt Xapal,, 
a7rorporTyO yvwolpa aoaeLtaevov. 

'In a short time men's joy grows strong. In a short time too it falls to the ground, shaken by a 
remorseless intention.' Silk here observes that 'the subject, r Treprvo'v, is shaken and falls like a 
plant, perhaps specifically a tree', and he cites examples of the use of Tr&T7rrw and aElw of trees in the 
Iliad.6 avErTaL he designates as 'pivotal', a word that some critics might call 'ambiguous', since it 
can denote intellectual growth, or physical growth, as of a tree.7 But I believe it could also be said, 

* I am grateful to Professor H. Lloyd-Jones and Dr. F. 

J. Nisetich for many specific improvements. 
1 See esp. M. R. Lefkowitz, 'Pindar's Lives' in Classica 

et Iberica (Festschrift Marique: Worcester, Mass. 1975) 
87-90. 

2 Acknowledging the existence in a poem of logical 
argument and recognizable structure does not necessarily 
preclude the simultaneous appreciation in the poem of 

significant language. But cf. W. J. Slater. 'Doubts about 
Pindaric Interpretation' in CJ lxxii (1977) I95, who 
brands as 'eccentric' and 'Procrustean' critics who con- 
sider the function of imagery in the odes. Yet his own 

approach is equally Procrustean and certainly unhistori- 
cal: 'more scholars (should) begin to ask whether the 

genre is not more important than the poem' (207-8). This 
is to forget that Pindar's audiences heard individual odes, 
and did not have access, as we do, to the corpus as a whole. 

3 E.g. 'Bacchylides' Ode 5: Imitation and Originality' 

in HSCP lxxiii (1969) 45-96, but cf. D. E. Gerber, 'Studies 
in Greek Lyric Poetry' in CWlxx (1976) I28; The Victory 
Ode: An Introduction (Park Ridge N.J. 1976), but cf. H. 

Lloyd-Jones, TLS 8th April 1977 438; D. E. Gerber, 
Phoenix xxxi (1977) I8I-3. 

4 Interaction in Poetic Imagery (Cambridge 1974) 63-4. 
5 Allowing only the alternatives of patent and latent 

sets up a false dichotomy, as e.g. also inJ. A. Richmond, 
'Symbolism in Virgil: Skeleton Key or Will-o'-the- 

Wisp?' in G&R xxiii (1976) 142-58; see D. H. Fischer, 
Historians' Fallacies (New York 1970) 9-12. 

6 Op. cit. (n. 4) 90. 
7 Describing a tree's swift growth with a verb of 

motion creates a similar fusion of the life of man and of 

plants in Nem. viii 40-I: aaaeet 8' apera, XAwpai gepaats 
c OT r SevSpov ... e. pOela'. But the dramatic a&aaei is 
emended to asfera by some edd.; see D. E. Gerber, 
Emendations in Pindar 1513-1972 (Amsterdam 1976); C. 



particularly if one heard the ode recited through from the beginning as the ancients would, that in 
context the generality of the terms 7rrvEL XaILat and aroTpo7pn yvd4a aeaelapevov enables the 
simile to bear more than one specific connotation. In the previous stanza Trr1Trw denoted a 
wrestling fall, also in conjunction with a description of mental attitude, rerpaaL 8' Trr'7reS vioOev 
aCtW reamTE K aKd qpovkwv (81-82). a';wv earlier in the ode connoted the effect of the victor's 
success in games (38).8 That aelw denotes not uprooting or detaching but a back-and-forth 
movement brings the simile to conclusion without precise definition.9 It is important to observe 
that making a traditional comparison does not prevent the poet from saying something new. A 
primary function of Homeric tree similes is to link the fate of men and nature. But note the 
difference between Pindar and Homer. Pindar in Pyth. viii is talking about feelings; 'joy', not 
man, falls to the ground. His interest in emotions and motivations is far greater (and more in the 
mainstream of mid-fifth-century thought) than is often believed. 

Further to illustrate Pindar's reworking of traditional terminology and, in the process, his 
new concentration on the human forces that lead to success or failure, I would like to look closely 
at Nemean xi, an ode that has not received much critical attention recently, and that presents 
considerable interpretative challenge. First of all, it is not a standard victory ode. Instead of 
commemorating victory in an athletic competition, it celebrates an inauguration of a magistracy. 
The distinction matters because occasion sets the tone of so many odes. For example, the horse 
Pherenicus' winning run in 476 merits special superlatives from Pindar in 01. i, and elicits a 
narrative of extraordinary depth and intensity from Bacchylides in Ode v. 1 In the case of Nem. xi, 
critics invariably comment on the ode's negativity: the new magistrate is praised for his beauty 
and then reminded that his ultimate clothing will be earth (i i-i6).11 In the final stanzas human 
achievement is described as intermittent and human expectations as destructive: 'for our limbs are 
bound by shameless expectation, and the streams of foresight lie far off' (46). Certainly Greek 
religion, as Professor Lloyd-Jones has observed in regard to the puzzlingly negative Pyth. ii, 
demands apotropaic comments at the moment of success.12 All odes have them, but the 
concentration of these warnings and their intensity varies. If we compare Nem. xi to standard 
victory odes which talk about a victor's failure to win, distinctive (and, I would argue, 
post-archaic) emphasis appears to be placed on this ode on humanjudgment (as opposed to chance 
or divine intervention). Did the nature of the occasion of Nem. xi permit the poet to comment on 
limitations of mind and initiative in greater detail than he could in odes where magnitude of 
achievement required reference to glories of the past, and to other significant heroic or athletic 
accomplishments by family and community? 

The absence of extended mythical narrative in Nem. xi presents a further difficulty. I have 
suggested in The Victory Ode, on the basis of analysis of the diction of six long odes, that the myths 
(or in Pyth. i, a long narrative prologue) determine the selection of words and metaphors that 
ultimately gives each ode its distinctive character. But what (if anything) can be said about the 
metaphors in Nem. xi? It has no myth, and thus it may have no dominant themes to set the tone of 
routine praise and warnings. The process of reading through the ode, even though it may not 
answer these questions completely, will at least help focus discussion on the critical issues of 
interpretation. 

Hal 'Peas, a 'rE rpvravela AeAoyXas, 'Eanla, 
Z7jvos v t,arov Kaatyv-rra Kal ofLoOpovov UHpas, 
EiS ,eJv 'Aptarayopav S'at TrEOV ES OGaAapov, 

Carey, 'Pindar's Eighth Nemean Ode' in PCPS xciii 9 On the delicacy of Pindar's metaphors, see Silk (n. 4) 
(1976) 4i n. 42. On multiple implications, see W. No- 97, ioi; and J. M. Mueller, 'Living Imagery, a Dead 
wottny, The Language Poets Use (London 1962) 146 ff. Tongue, etc.' in CPh lxxii (1977) i56-8. 

8 On the passage, see M. R. Lefkowitz, 'Pindar's Pyth- 10 The Victory Ode (n. 3) 42-103. 
ian 8' in CJ lxxii (1977) 216. Silk (n. 4) in fact notes the 11 E.g. U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Pindaros 
existence of a thematic link between 7rpv/vA7 ('stern') in (Berlin 1922) 429-32; L. R. Farnell, The Works of Pindar 
Aesch. Sept. 2, and rpvAvo'0ev ('from the roots'), Sept. 71 (London 1930) i 234; J. B. Bury, The Nemean Odes of 
(p. 183). Intentionality on the poet's part is a false issue, Pindar (London 1890) 2i8. 
since covert structures exist whether or not they are 12 'Modern Interpretation of Pindar' in JHS xciii 
openly recognized; seeJ. P. Vernant, Mythe etpensee chez (1973) 136; TheJusticeofZeus (Berkeley 1971) 69-70,213; 
les Grecs (Paris 1974) 128. On plant terminology in Nem. The Victory Ode (n. 3) 41 n. 43. 
viii, see Carey (n. 7) 35. 
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EV 8 E alpovs dayAa) aKa77TTc 7Treas 
OL ao yepaLpovTes op0dv cvAXacaoLatv TeveSov, 

TroAAad fv AoLataLaLv dyaopJevoL 7rpWrav 0?EWv, 

rroAAa Se Kvia,a' Avpa SE aotl peuETCraL Kal doL&a' 
Kat {Evlov aLtoS aoKelTra Oef/LS alevaoLS 

ev TpatrEaLs' a,AAa a'v 8o'a 'reAo 
8a8eKaL,7vov 7TrpaaLai vlv daTprWT KpaSla. (I-IO) 

The ode opens in traditional hymnic form: 'Daughter of Rhea, you who have allotted to you 
the chief men's hall, Hestia, sister of highest Zeus and of Hera who shares his throne, welcome 

Aristagoras kindly to your chamber' (1-2). The poet states first Hestia's genealogy, and then, 
completing the prayer, describes her chamber, the hall where the new magistracy is being 
inaugurated: 'welcome Aristagoras kindly to your chamber, (receive) kindly beside your glorious 
sceptre his companions who, honouring you, guard Tenedos on a straight path, often worship- 
ping you first of the gods with libations, often with burnt sacrifice. For you the lyre resounds, and 
song, and the order of Zeus (god of) guests is observed on tables ever abundant. But in glory send 
him through his twelve-month office with unwounded heart' (3-Io).13 It is interesting to 
compare the opening of Pyth. viii, where honour also must be given first to divinity: 'kind-think- 
ing Calm, who hold the highest keys of plans and wars' (1-3)'.14 But note the difference in scope. 
In Nem. xi the prayer is closely limited to a description of the celebration in the prytaneion of 
Hestia's rites, and directed to Aristagoras' specific term of office.15 

The final words of the prayer in Nem. xi, 'send him through his twelve-month office with 
unwounded heart' (io), warn of dangers yet unspecified, again with stress on emotion. aTrpwros, 
replacing a more customary epithet like aTeLprsg (II. iii 60) or acLSuper' (Od. iv 293) suggests a 
soldier's vulnerability.16 Pindar uses the same word dramatically in Isthm. iii, aTrpwrTOi yE av 

cral6es 0OE?v ('only the children of gods are without wounds' ),8b), contrasting god's immortality 
with man's lifespan that changes 'in whirling days'. 

The opening strophes describe the ritual of sacrifice, 'worshipping you first of the gods with 
libations, often with burnt offerings'. Rituals involving burnt sacrifice (as opposed to blood-offer- 

ings to the king in the palace shrine in the palace shrine in Mycenaean practice) are characteristic of the communal 

organization of the polis: men stand around the altar, celebrating death and the gods' gift to them 
of life.17 The ancients were explicitly aware of the presence of death in celebration.18 The 
connection is directly stated in the epode: 

av8pa S Eyw) ,uaKapico ) uev Trarep `ApKE?rLAav, 
Kal TO Oar'ov oSEasg aTrpEiLav TrE avyyovov 

E, l SE rtS oAgov e6xv 1J3op'ea TwTapanievaETat anAAovs, 
EV T'ci(0AOaLW apLrTEUWV 1T'E8E6LEV fltav, 

Ovara PE?LvdaOOW TrepLLrreAAWov /eAr1, 
Kal TEAEvTav a7ravTcwv yav eTLeaaopevos. (i i-i6) 

'I congratulate the man on his father Arcesilas, and on his wondrous body and his inborn 
fearlessness. If then a man has wealth too and surpasses others in beauty, and excelling in contests 
shows his power, let him remember that the limbs he is decking out are mortal, and that he will 
clothe himself in earth, the end of all' (i i-i6).19 

13 Vernant (n. 8) 142; H. Lloyd-Jones, 'Three Notes on 17 Vernant (n. 8) 142; W. Burkert, Homo Necans (Ber- 
Aeschylus' Agamemnon' in RhM ciii (1960) 78-9; S. G. lin 1972) 158-9. On the importance of a ceremonial 
Miller, The Prytaneion (Berkeley 1978) 14. hearth for a guild or group of men with common inter- 

14 Lefkowitz, 'Pyth. 8' (n. 8) 2 11. ests, see Burkert, 'Die Leistung eines Kreophylus' in MH 
15 On Hestia as patroness of human concerns, see Ver- xxix (1972) 79. 

nant (n. 10) 126. 18 E.g. Hor. Carm. i 4, iii 13; M. R. Lefkowitz, 'The 
16 E.g. the description of the giant Asteros in the prose Ilex in 0 Fons Bandusiae' in CJ lviii (1962) 65. 

summary of the Coan epic Meropis: .aXLtiLov rtLva KaL 19 Two accusatives in I I, instead of the usual acc. pers. 
Svvarov, er e alrpwrov (P. Col. inv. 5604 11. 23-25); see and gen. rei with t,aKapt'cw led the ancient commentators 
A. Henrichs, 'Zur Meropis' in ZPE xxvii (1977) 72. Cf. to translate: 'the man I congratulate is Arcesilas your 
Aesch. Ch. 532, of Clytemnestra's breast left arpw-ros by father and his courage and his handsome body'. But most 
the snake in her dream. modern commentators agree that &vSpa must be Arist- 
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Warnings about mortal limitations regularly follow statements of human success, e.g., 'if 
because he is handsome and his accomplishments match his beauty, Aristophanes' son embarks on 
highest manliness, it is no longer possible to cross the impassable sea beyond the pillars of Heracles' 
(Nem. iii 19-2i). But it is important to be aware of nuances in the tone of this standard advice in 
different odes.20 Nem. vi, for example, begins with a statement that men and gods are the same 
race, and draw breath from the same mother, but are vastly different in strength. Men resemble 
the gods in mind or body though 'we (men) do not know toward what marker in day or by night 
fate has described that we run' (1-7). This famous passage from Nem. vi stresses the similarities 
between gods and extraordinary men, while describing life as an athletic contest (SpaEilv irort 

arcaOpav), and thus characterizing it as an opportunity for achievement. But Nem. xi keeps strictly 
to the human sphere: the first word of the first epode is avSpa. Aristagoras' beauty, courage, and 
athletic successes are compared to other men's. No metaphor or euphemism (like 'toward what 
marker we run' in Nem. vi 7) obscures the reference to death. Aristagoras' limbs are mortal 
(Ovara). 7TreptlarEAA can denote decking out a corpse (Laertes says about Odysseus ov8e e JlrTrrqp / 
KAaia 7TreppaL7rEaaa Tra rrip 0', Od. xxiv 293).21 The idea is restated in the last line of the triad, in 
the phrase Kal TEAEVTraV araTvrcv yav ILEEaaoLevos. erTtvvvLJiL in Pindar (Nem. x 44) and in Homer 
primarily denotes clothing, though in epic it already is used metaphorically with abstract nouns, 
as here 'he will clothe himself in the end of all, earth'.22 The new magistracy has a stated term 
(reAos 8Co8EKaU/iLVoV, 9-10). So all Aristagoras' athletic achievements will be wrapped in every- 
thing's termination (7reAEUvTv, 16). 

In the next triad, the requisite statement of the poet's obligation to praise is expressed with 
unusual simplicity: 

ev OAyost arT3(v ayaOoaLrv eTraLvelatOa XPEwv 
Kal ,eAly6ySovtrTOLL SalSaAOevTa iLEAetv ev aotSaLg. 
EK SE 7TT rK7TLOVWCV EKKal'SEK' 'AplaTayopav 

ayAaat vLKat cradrpav r evWVVVILOV 

oEarEEadvwoaav 7TAra Katl tEyavXet rrayKpaTrwo. (I7-2I) 

'He must be praised in the good speeches of citizens and adorned in sweet-sounding song to be the 
subject of their care' (I 7-i8).23 There is no reference here to the transcendence of poetry in space 
or in time, with its characteristic metaphor of flying (as, e.g., Pyth. viii 34, 'La nioravov 'Cu/l 
MuaXava). In the opening prayer to Hestia, the music accompanying the inaugural rites merited a 
similarly literal description, 'for you the lyre resounds and song' (7). SaL aA6evra emphasizes the 
poet's craftsmanship, not Aristagoras' achievement.24 

This relatively restrained introduction would lead us to anticipate a modest list of achieve- 
ments: 'from his neighbours sixteen glorious victories have crowned him and his famous clan in 
wrestling and the proud pancration' (I9-2 ). But further accomplishment was prevented not by 

agoras, e.g., Metzger, who observes that &rpqepLa does not 
describe the father whose 'too hesitant expectations' held 
his son back from competition (22), Pindars Siegeslieder 
(Leipzig 1880) 482. Syntactically, trarfpa, Seftas, and 
arpe.lLav appear to be accusatives of respect. Cf. the use of 
two accusatives with PrL.wpeo,LaL in Eurip Cyc. 595, Ak. 
733; see D. M. MacDowell, ed., Aristophanes' Wasps 
(Oxford 1971) 212-13. In any case, exchange of partitive 
genitive for accusative appears to have been readily com- 
prehensible. E.g., in the case of verbs with meanings 
analogous to p.aKapi,w: alrLdopC,a with ace. pers. gen. rei 
in Hdt. v 27, but two accs. in Ar. Ach. 514; erratvew with 
two accs. in Aesch., but ace. pers. gen. rei in Plut. and 
Lucian; Oavpu.adw with ace. pers. gen. rei in Thuc. vi 36, 
but with two gens. in Lys. Occurrence of gen. pers. ace. 
rei, dat. pers. ace. rei with jp.tpoplaL (all in the fifth 
century) indicates that sense was determined by context 
and expectations. In victory odes audiences would expect 
praise of the victor. Relatives are praised only in conjunc- 
tion with the victor's accomplishments, e.g., Pyth. x 23-6, 
Isthm. viii 1-4, Nem. vii 58-60; cf. the commemorative 

epigram for an Aeginetan victor (first half of the fifth 
century), ralSa . . . KaarTo-v peV v IStv, adOelv 8' ov 
XELpova pfoponS, / s Trareppov dyaOCiv EKa,readvwaeT Td'Aiv; 
J. Ebert, Griechische Epigramme auf Sieger, etc. (Abh. Sachs. 
Akad. der Wiss. zu Leipzig, Phil.-hist. Kl. lxiii. 2: Berlin 
1972) no. 12. 

20 Seen. 12. 

21 E.g., also Soph., Ant. 903, Aj. 1170; cf. 821, of Ajax 
setting his sword in the earth and 'decking it out well' (ev 
7rEpLaeLAasa). 

22 E.g. the formulaic avamSelr7v 7lrn/epeV (II. i 149, ix 
372), 7TlreiqLE'voL dAhKAv (II. vii 164, viii 263, xviii 157; cf. 
Aadivov 'aao XLTzrva, II. iii 57). The metaphor Oavov-es yiv 
7rtif&Lp,EvoL first occurs in Alc. G I. I7 L; cf Simon. 6. 4 W, 

AP vii 480. 
23 Cf the formulaic SovrrrrEav be ireawov (II. iv 504, etc.). 

On fppi?eTrat see R. Kannicht, Euripides Helena (Heidel- 
berg I969) on 1. 1350. 

24 Cf. 8at8aAowaJLev 4JtLVwv rrTvXatg, 'adorn in folds of 
song' in 01. i 105. On the text, see G. Hermann, Opuscula 
(Leipzig 1827-39) i 260, vii 172. 
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the fact of his mortality, but by his parents' inaccurate estimation of his ability, as the antistrophe 
indicates: 

EArrSes 8' OKVrqpoTrpaL yoveWov rraToLSo lav 

;aXov ev HnvOWvL 7TrepaaOaL Kal 'OAv,UrLia dale'Av. 
val p,a yap opKov, lXdav 8o'av Tapa KaarraALa 

Kal ,rap' ev8evSpq) xoA,cv ?XO0c Kpovov 

KahAAL v 'v S7pLTwvrwv evoaTrr)a' advrT7rav, 
(22-26) 

'His parents' too hesitant expectations held back the son's power from attempting the contests at 

Pytho and Olympia. For by the god of oaths, in my opinion, had he come to Castalia or to the 
well-wooded hill of Cronus, he would have returned home more honourably than his contend- 

ing opponents' (22-26). This apology for non-accomplishment of deeds never attempted is 

unique. Victory odes (as opposed to a special encomium like Nem. xi) mark successes, or blame 
luck or unfair judgments by umpires for failures. Bacchylides in Ode xi, also on oath (24), says of 
the victor Alexidamus' failure to win at Olympia: 'either a god is responsible or the far-wander- 

ing intentions (yvwcJ aL) of men removed the highest prize from his hands' (34-36). In Nem. vi 
Pindar puts the blame on bad luck, i.e., that the victor Alcimidas and his relative Polytimidas did 
not draw byes on the first round, and thus were comparatively more tired when they got to the 
final heat of the wrestling competition: 'two times at the sanctuary of Cronion, child, a lot that fell 
too soon deprived both you and Polytimidas of an Olympiad's garlands' (61-63). But in Nem. xi 
the blame rests squarely on human emotion. Aristagoras was praised earlier in the ode for his 
inborn fearlessness (I3) and because excelling in contests (dE'AoLatv) he showed his power (fsitav, 
14). Now 'the parents' too hesitant expectations held back the son's power (iftav, 22) from 
attempting the contests (&eOAov) at Pytho and at Olympia' (23). 

The epode elaborates on the limits of human judgment, continuing the speculation that 
Aristagoras could have won an Olympian victory: 

7revTaErqpiS eopTrdv 'HpaKA'osr TEOlOV 
KtaaatLs aGcvSraa,Levos TE KOf.av EV 7TopVpEolS 

EpveaUv. dAAa fpOTrV Trov 4LEV Keve64pOVeS avXat 

ed &ya0Jv 9fSaAov rov 8' av KacraqueEfJOevT' ayav 
laXvv OLKELWV 7Tapeaa^ev KcaXv 
XELPos EAKUWV oTWriaao OvIs% &roApos ev. (27-32) 

'... had he celebrated the quadrennial established festival of Heracles and bound his hair in purple 
branches' (27-29). avSqraacpevos rE KOf iav ev 7op0vpeotS epveaUv denotes the ceremonial crowning 
of the victor with branches bound by purple fillets.25 The reference to binding, like the 
description of Aristagoras' power in the first epode ('let him remember that he is decking out 
mortal limbs and will clothe himself in earth the end of all', 15-16), again leads into a statement of 
human limitations and failure: 'but among mortals one man's empty-minded boasts hurl him 
from his possessions, another man's heart-excessively disparaging his strength, because it is 
unadventurous-drags him back by the hand and makes him fall from his own achievements' 
(27-32). As in the antistrophe, blame is put on human emotions. It is interesting to compare 
Bacchylides' treatment in Ode xi of the case of Alexidamus who lost at Olympia. He externalizes 
the blame, first suggesting (as Agamemnon blames arq for his quarrel with Achilles in II. xix 78 
ff.) that a god is responsible, then offering as an alternative 'men's much-wandering intentions' 
(34-36) and then describing both these causes for failure more fully by telling the story of how 
Hera drove Proetus' daughters mad, and of Proetus' destructive quarrel with his brother Acrisius. 
In Nem. vi Pindar also puts the blame on an external cause, the fall of the lots (62-63). But in Nem. 
xi, where the wrestling competition never took place, the contest is in the athlete's mind, and the 
prize is 'his own achievements' (OKE(lwv KaAXv, 3 i). As in the antistrophe, where 'his parents' too 
hesitant expectations held him back' (22-23), the opponents are emotions, 'empty-minded boasts 
which hurl him from his possessions' (29) and an 'unadventurous heart', which, like a flesh-and- 

25 P. von der Miihll, 'Bermerkungen zu Pindars Nemeen, etc.' in MH xiv (1957) 127-8 =Kl. Schriften I94-6. 
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blood adversary, 'drags him back by the hand and makes him fall' (31-32). Reference to defeat 
brings a natural sense of closure to the stanza: the first triad ended with a statement about death.26 

The third triad provides a final variation on the theme of human limitations. Again the 

strophe concentrates on accomplishment: 

av4flahAeiv ICLV evtLapEs 'v 'TO Te HetaavSpov rdaAat 

att' adrro ZrapTras, - 'Apv'KAaOev yap ~Ea crv 'OpET,a, 
AloA'wv arpaTadv XaAKevra Svp'avaywov, 
Kat 7rap"Iatfl-vov poiv KEKpafJEvov 
EK MeAavirTroto ,aTrpcos apXaita 8' aperai 

?~~.~~~~~~.. ~~(33-37) 

In the family's origins, Theban and Spartan ancestry combine: on Aristagoras' father's side, 
Pisander, who brought an army ofAeolians to Tenedos after fighting in the battle ofAmyclae; on 
his mother's side, Melanippus, who died in the battle against the Epigonoi. Though Pindar says 
nothing explicit about it, his own descent from the Aegidae who also fought at Amyclae with 
Orestes may account in part for his special reference to that battle and serve as an elegant 
compliment to this aristocratic family in Tenedos; in Pyth. i he refers to the fortunate Dorians 
who 'took Amyclae, setting out from Pindos' in Thessaly, from which Pindar's own name 
derives.27 

But the antistrophe supplies the full explanation for the reference to Pisander and Orestes. 
Their 'ancient excellences' (dpXaZat aperai, 37) can be seen again in Aristagoras' achievements:28 

a4IEpovT' aAAaaaou6LEvat yeveats avSpWv a0Ovos' 

ev aepco 8' oVrT' cv txeAatvat Kap7rov ESOKav apovpat, 

oevSpea T OVK eEAet 7TaaaL ETEeOv 7TEpoSOL 

aVOos Evco&)S ekepeLV 7TAovrc laov, 

av0oso E,EZS ek bepeLV TrAoVTr) 'cFov, 
aM' ev taxie{lovTt. Kal OvaTrov ov'rws :Ovos ayeL 

... (38-42) 

'(ancient excellences) bring forth men's strength, alternating in generations. The dark fields do 
not give fruit continuously and the trees do not wish in cycles of years to bring out scented flowers 
equal in wealth, but in alternation' (38-42).29 The distinction between this passage and the proem 
to Nem. vi is enlightening. There Pindar, adapting Homer's influential simile to the special 
circumstances of the victory ode, also compares the generations of men to the fields and their 
fruit: 'Alcimidas too now witnesses of his inborn nature that he has seen it like the fruit-bearing 
fields which in turn at one time give men yearly means of life from the plains, at another again rest 
and seize their strength' (8-i i). Here success and failure are part of the natural order. The poet has 
just said that men and gods are one race, though mortals differ from their divine counterparts in 
power. Later in the ode he will speak of poetas 'the Pierides' ploughmen' (aporais, 32), of the 
branches of Pytho (npvecL, 37), the lion's 'pasture' at Nemea (forTava, 42), and the flowers of 
Olympia (nv&ea, 63). In Nem. xi a similar natural connection is drawn between the crowning of 
the victor ('he would have bound his hair in purple branches', spveatv, rather than aTebaVoLg, 28) 
and the flowering of the trees. But in the Nem. xi simile there is a special emphasis on intention: 
'the trees do not wish (ee'AEt) on all cycles of years to bring out scented flowers equal in wealth, 
but in alternation' (41-42). In the preceding triad also, emotion prevented accomplishment: 'the 
parents' too hesitant expectations held back' (22), 'empty-minded boasts hurl down' (29); 'a 
disparaging, unadventurous heart drags (the would-be competitor) back by the hand and makes 
him fall from his own achievements' (30-32). In Nem. vi it is important to note that Pindar 

26 On the technique, see Barbara Herrnstein Smith, sistent with MOEAeL (sing.). MeAEL, as in 01. ii 97, 01. xi 9, 
Poetic Closure (Chicago 1968) 172-82. can denote customary behaviour (see LSJ s.v. ,EsAw, II. 2). 

27 The Victory Ode (n. 3) 158 n. 10. But English 'tend' does not adequately convey the verb's 
28 Bury (n. II) 225. sense of volition; cf. O6AE'w in Pyth. iii I8, which means at 
29 The MS. reading evaueipovrt (plural) seems incon- once 'like to' and 'are accustomed to'. 
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describes the physical similarities of men and nature but says nothing about an emotional 
similarity between them: 'the fields in turn at one time give men yearly means of life from the 
plains, at another again they rest and seize their strength' (aOevos ,tuap#av, Io-I ). Later in the 
same ode death and failure strike with equal suddenness: 'a heavy strife fell upon them (E ?reaE?), 
Achilles leaping down from his chariot' (Sob-5i), and 'a lot that fell too soon' (Xpo7rEr 's, 63). 

The last lines of Nem. xi apply the simile of the trees and Aristagoras' family to human life in 
general: 

ILoipa. TO 
' 

EK ZitoS avOpw7TroLts aaes OvX Er7ETa 

r'AKpap' dAA' 7rTrav tIeyaAavoptatLs qlat'o/iLev, 

Epya Te rroAAa /JEvoLtvVTES' ooTaLra yap avaloel 
eA(trlt yvZa, -rpoLa0elas O ' 

ar'TTOKELVTaL poal. 
KEp3p8EV 8e Xp'% PLerP OrV pEvevJev' 

arrpoaiLKTwcv 3' Ep'raTWv ovTrepaLt Javiat. (43-48) 

'... From Zeus no clear sign attends men, but nonetheless we embark on ambitions, desiring 
many deeds. For our limbs are bound by shameless expectation, the streams of forethought lie far 
off. It is necessary to hunt for moderation in profit. The frenzies of inaccessible passions are too 
sharp' (43-48). The last strophes of victory odes provide advice for the present, though here, as in 
Pyth. viii or Pyth. iii the advice given concerns moral conduct. I have tried to show in The Victory 
Ode that the endings of each ode are integrated closely in content and diction with the rest of the 
ode, no matter how traditional or general they may seem.30 In Pyth. viii 98, for example, the 
famous reflection 'what is anyone? what is no one? man is a shadow's dream' has specific 
application to the ode's myth, which tells of Amphiaraus' vision of the Epigonoi and of the poet's 
own encounter with the dead hero on the way to Delphi.31 

So in Nem. xi, as we would expect from the previous descriptions of success and failure in the 
ode, the poet's general observations about human life concentrate on the action of the human 
mind: 'thus (like the changing trees that do not wish in all cycles of years to bring out their 
flowers) fate leads the mortal race'-the subject ,oolpa is dramatically postponed till the beginning 
of the epode. 'No clear sign from Zeus attends men', and men, in their inability to understand the 
deliberate alternation of success and failure, 'embark on ambitions, desiring many deeds, for our 
limbs are bound by shameless expectation, and the streams of forethought lie far off' (44-46). The 
mental journey to ambitions (as opposed to a victor's physically 'setting out in his father's 
footsteps' to win at Olympia, EfipEpaKeV LXveatv 7rarpo', Pyth. x 12) can never be completed 
because of lack of knowledge. Human limitations are explicitly internalized: ambitions exceed 
capabilities; expectation is 'shameless', like death in O0. x 105, where it lacks al'S, the ability to 
respect one's own person or another's rights.32 

It is significant that at the end of Nem. xi human limitations are described by a metaphor of 
binding: 'our limbs are bound (SE'eratc) by shameless expectation'. Aristagoras, because he has 
wealth and surpasses others in beauty, was asked to remember that he was 'decking out mortal 
limbs' and would 'clothe himself in earth the end of all' (I 5-I6). In the victory Aristagoras could 
have won, but did not attempt, at Olympia, he would have 'bound (avSr3d1aa,evos) his hair in 
purple branches' (28-29). Restraint connotes failure: 'his parents' too hesitant expectations held 
back' (23), 'the dark fields do not give' (39), 'the trees do not wish to bring out' (4o-41). In the 
course of the ode, Pindar has elaborated the traditional connotation of binding, which in Homer 
regularly describes the effect of death and delusion, into a characterization of mental action.33 The 
conclusion of the sentence, 'and the streams of forethought lie far off', also sets the journey in the 
geography of the imagination, where 'we embark on ambitions'.34 Earlier in the ode the would-be 
victor was defeated by competition in the form of thoughts, 'his parents' too hesitant expectations' 
(22), 'empty-minded boasts' (29), 'his heart, disparaging his strength, because it is unadventurous' 
(30-32). 

The traditional concluding warning about the need for due measure is again stated as an 
30 The Victory Ode (n. 3) 31-2, 34. 33 R. B. Onians, The Origins of European Thought 
31 Lefkowitz, 'Pyth. 8' (n. 8) 216-17. (Cambridge 1951) 327-9. 
32 F. J. Nisetich, 'The Leaves of Triumph and Mor- 34 Ibid. 229-36, 242-53. 

tality' in TAPA cvii (1977) 246-7. 
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internal quest: 'one must hunt moderation in gain; the frenzies of inaccessible passions are too 
sharp' (47-48). The picture of this anguished, doomed search provides a climactic antithesis to the 
prayer that begins the ode, with its communal song, ritual sacrifice, and request that Aristagoras 
complete a limited term of office 'with heart unwounded' (io). Aristagoras' present magistracy at 
home in Tenedos, his sixteen victories won 'from his neighbours' (19-20) appear even more 
impressive when set against the painful alternative of 'inaccessible passions' and 'too sharp 
frenzies'. As in Pyth. iii, the near and attainable are contrasted favourably with the distant, 
impossible, and excessive.35 But in Nem. xi the negative illustrations are not drawn from myth; 
they are rather present generalities, metaphors, and abstractions. The ode's metrical pattern gives 
its last words, ofvTrepatl avial ('too sharp frenzies', 48) special impact. Word end coincides with 
colon ending in the last line of each epode, stressing the final phrases, ydv E1TLEaaoLevoS ('will 
clothe himself in earth', i6), Ovuos aTroAhosg E)v ('a heart that is unadventurous', 32), each time 
stating an important theme, death, and the causes of failure to achieve. 

Stating the problem with such finality and from the human point of view gives this ode its 
special poignancy. One cannot find in Nem. xi the optimistic comparison between gods and men 
that brings excitement to the opening lines of Nem. vi, or the portrayal of god as healer that offers 
consolation to the boy who did not win at Olympia in Bacchylides' Ode xi. Nem. xi, like Pyth. 
viii, concentrates on how it feels not to win, in games and ultimately in life: 'the man who has won 
a beautiful new prize by his expectation flies on great luxury, with winged ambitions, having 
thoughts stronger than wealth. Men's joy grows in a short time. In a short time too it falls to the 
ground, shaken by a remorseless intention. Creatures of a day, what is anyone? what is no one? 
man is a dream of a shadow' (Pyth. viii 88-96). It could be inferred from the emphasis in the 
concluding lines of both these odes that Nem. xi was composed around the same time as Pyth. viii, 
toward the end of Pindar's life.36But Pindar, unlike poets today, was writing not so much to 
express his own feelings as to entertain and to instruct the people who hired him. In Nem. xi, the 
temporary nature of the occasion itself, election to a political office, gives special emphasis to the 
topics of the limits of achievement, ignorance of the future, mortality, and change.37 

But whatever its date, the ode is of particular interest because of its distinctively mid-fifth-cen- 
tury emphasis on motivations. Not that Nem. xi or any victory ode says as much about the force 
of emotion or the limits of understanding as a play of Sophocles, or speaks with the kind of power 
that dialogue and dramatic conflict can produce. But we give Pindar far less than his due when we 
regard him as an unquestioning transmitter of archaic values.38 We also miss a great deal when we 
ignore the delicacy with which he recasts a Homeric simile (as in the comparison of men to trees in 
38-42), or if we fail to notice how he picks from the stock of traditional metaphor the word or 
phrase that can recall within the ode itself, by repetition or contrast, an earlier contra anext (e.g., 
7TrepLaUTAAr , IS; iTLCTaaEOEVOS, I6; iv&raa4Levos, 28; Seavrat, 45). The conventions of perfor- 
mance did not limit him (as they have some of his recent commentators) to a fixed vocabulary or a 
single technique of praise.39 

MARY R. LEFKOWITZ 

Wellesley College 

35 David C. Young, Three Odes (Leiden 1968) 35; The 38 Cf. ]. H. Finley, Pindar and Aeschylus (Cambridge, 
Victory Ode (n. 3) 145. Cf Pyth. viii 78, where god (as Mass. I955) I89: 'Pindar lingered in the untroubled view 
opposed to man) 'throwing one man up high, another which lost the self in the surrounding world.' On the 
underhand, enters the contest at the measure', i.e. with relation of Pindar's poetry to contemporary and sub- 
control and balance; see Lefkowitz, 'Pyth. 8' (n. 8) 215 n. sequent literature, see The Victory Ode (n. 3) 34, 172-3. 
i8. 39 E.g. KaervAAMopo'ra?, 01. xii I5; Nisetich (n. 32) 

36 Lefkowitz, 'Pyth. 8' (n. 8) 2I8. 257-61. Cf E. K. Borthwick, 'Zoologica Pindarica' in 
37 Cf inscriptions commemorating athletes, which list CQ xvi (1976) 98-9. 

only their successes; Ebert (n. 19) 19, 267 on no. 40. 
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